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The Edutation for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-14.2), ,

enacted.in 1975, has mandated that handicapped children he

educated with nonhandicapped children to the maximum extent

possible. Since P.L. 94-142 was signed into law, there h6s been ,a

proliferation of studies investigating the effects of integrating

handicapped children into programs for nonhandicapped children.

Studies of school-aged children.hve demonstrated that-social

acceptance of handicapped children bytheir'nonhandicapped.peers

isnot easily achieved (Bryan, 1974; Lano, Ayers, ,Heller,

McGettingen, & Walker, 1974). However, several in.estiptions of

preschool age children indicate that successful integration may be

more easily achieved if it is initiated during' the preschool years

(Dunlop, Storieman, & Cantrell 1980;LWalnick, 1978; White,

080).

Integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped children is

rapidly becoming accepted practice at the preschool level and is

based not only on P.L. 94-142, but also "on the premise that.

nonhandicapped Children serve as peer models of desirable behavior'

for handicapped children (Bandura, 1969; Peterson & Haralick,

1977). At the preschool level, several models of integration'have

been developed including integrating nonhandicapped children. into

a program for handicapped children (reverse mainstreaming); .

integrating handicapped children into typlcaVp_rograms. part-time

.

with continued placement in a special program part-time,,
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<and compl etely serving the handicapped child through,a typ al

preschool., program with teacher consultation.
,.._ ......"--.

In Alabama, public school services foc handicapped childreri

are not -provided until six years of age. The Auburn Intervention

Model (Project AIM) at Auburn University is attempting to develop

a servi ce% delivery model that will allow us to. serve a maximum\

number of preschool handl capped ,children by utilizing existing/

typical preschool programs to the greateSt extent possible. The

research to be reported here is a pilot 5tudy--our initial attempt

to analyze di fferences in the pl ay behavior of handicapped and

nonhandicapped child7n. 'The 'purpose of this research was to

facilitate curricul uM development in our program so.that children

who are likely candidates for successful integration experiences
_ -

can be identiried, trained on any needed social interaction
. .

skills, and hopeful ly, successful ly placed in typical comtnunA'

preschool programs.

Method

4

Subjects

The subjects included in this study were attending the-Auburn

Intervention Model. Preschool Program 1 ocatet at Auburn University.

The study included three nonhandicapped, three mildly handicapped,

and three moderate/severely handica-ppe,d children. Table

Insert Table 1 about here



RIp eSents information on th sect,s including chronological age,.

,i
at the time of observation and areas of delay experienced by the

,, .

J
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'handicapped children. All of the' subjects were attendi ng the same

presclivl class for one -hrdlf day sessions, three days a week.

Foul other children, two nonhandi capped and two mildly

c

handicapped alsofattetd the class, but were not included in the

study ,5ecause of scheduling difficulties.

Setting

Subjects inclu in the study attended the Summer 1983

session at Project AIM. The AIM program is located on the campus

of urn University in Althurn, Alabama. Fifteen minute

observations, were recorded for each child on video tape in AIM!s

main classroom by a trai.ned graduate assistant. These

observations of pla ere taped.durfng "ifree time" on several

differentdays. During this time', children were free-to choose

their -play' activity and material s. The activities which were

available did'ing the free time included:. looking at boOks,

.1
-

working ,puzzl eS, playing, in a kitchen center, coloring, playing

with playdougti, and-playing with any other-available' toys. There

,

were ia p pro xi.ma t el y 13' students and 4 adults present in the

assr fn each day.

Procedure

ObservatIonsof the children included in the study were

recordedtpn video tape in order that coding of behaviors could be

completed at a later time. Each child was taped for a total of
..3*-
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approximately 15 minutes. 'However, the .totallsegment did not

necessarily occur at one time. Some children were observed, on two

or three dayS-fOr a few minutes each day due to scheduling

problems. ,

N\

An observational procedure was developed fOr the purpose of

recording and.coding behaviors from the tapes. Behavioral

categorierre identified and defined based on the.work of 'Walter

and Vincent (1982) and Field, .Roseman, De Stefano, and 1<oewIer

(1982). A time sampling procedure was used which included 10

seconds of observation followed by 5 seconds of recording time.

An auditory signal was used to alert the observer of observation

Segmentt., During each 10-second interval, the following behaviors

were coded.

Behavior

1. Interaction ( I)

Definition

Any verbal interaction which iniolved.

the child either speaking to someone or
. .

being spoken to; any non-verbal

interaction which involved the child

including any physical touch, any

communicative gesture or playing with

the same toy.

Non-interaction (NI) If no interaction. occurred during the 10

seconds,' a noninteraction was recorded.



2. Interaction. with

adult (A), typical
peer (TP), or;

handicapped per
(HP)

.2

2. Initiated' by child?

Yes or No

4. Interaction
appropriate?
A or NA

5. Non-Interaction
type:
T (toy di rected)
S (Self directed)
NA (non-appropriate)

a
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.Designation of those with whom the child

interacted,. The chojces included adult,

typical peer, or handiCapped peer. If.

the child interacted' with A, TP and HP

during an interval, all were recorded.

hether.or not the child being observed

initiated the interaction which occurred

during the interval. Interaction which

was on-going at the beginning of the

interval was not counted here.

Interaction during theIp. second

interval.was coded as appropriate or

non - appropriate. Non-appropriate wa'.;

defined as any.behavior which is

disruptive to a classroom and rni%

requireteacher intervention.

If no interaction occurred (according to

the previous definition of interaction)

the type of behavior the target child.

displayed Was7coct-----1-iv three

descriptors:

1) Toy - directed behavior--child

actively using atoy;
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2) Self - directed behaviorany ,

behavi or which is not toy - directed

nor is it disruptive;

examplelooking at others, walking

,around.

3js Non-appropriate behavior--,'Arget

child's behavior is disruptive

(i.e.,, temper tantrum, Using,a toy

in manner which is disruptive to the

'class). More than one of these 3

'types could be scored for a given

interval.
t

To obtain a measure of reliability, two observers

simultaneously coded the tapes for two of t e nine subjects.

aiterobsetver reliability was calculated for each °of the five

categories using the following formula:

# of agreements

# of agreements + # of di sagreements

Reliability was found to be as follows:

0
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-Behavioral Category
Child A

Reliability
Child B

Reliability

8

1 ' 91% '82%

ti

91% 82%
0

3 91% 76%

4 89% 82%

5 83% .68%

Once al 1 the video tapes chati been coded, totals, and

percentages were computed for each of the five observation

categories. Initial ly, totals ;were obtained for each of.the

categories. These totals were the conve ted to percentages of

total interval .scores so that`the fol 1 ovii ng information became

available:

The percentage of intervals during which interaction took

place within t e time segment.

The percentage of intervals during which interactions were

initiated, by the child.

The percentage of intervals during which interactions took

place wi tti an adult, with atypicalcal peer, and with a handicapped

peer.

The percentage of ntervals ,41uring Which interactions were
.

non - appropriate.

TheThe percentage of intervals 'during which non - interactions

were. non-appropriate, were toyetli.rected, and were self-di rected

4i,
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Result
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The obtained, data was analyzed across.the grodps of

nonhandi capped, mild, and moderate /severe using the Friednian

'Two-Vlay Analysis of Variance (Siegel, 1956): No'significant

differences were found at the .05 level:

,Table 2 presents the mean percentages of intervals coded for
$

each category within the, three groups.. of subjects. A review of
.

Insert Table 2 about here
r.

. .

Table 2 al ows us to note the following. Titere was very

different i n. the percent of, intervals showing interactions for

the three grips of subject's. The nonhandicapped; mild, and,

mode,rate/severe subjects spent close to the same percentage of

intervals in. interaction,wi th others. However, there were:,
,diffegences between the groups terms of those with.whom they

interacted. The nonhandicapped group had most interactions with

typical peers (7 = 67%), then handicapped peers "Qe= 25%), and

-feast with adults (7X--- 17%) The.mi 1 group had most interactions

with handica d 'peers (X = 41%), thep adults.(7 38%), and 'least

with typical peers (7 = 16%). The moderate/severe group had most

interactions with aduJts:(7 = 44%), then typical peers (7 = 30%),

and least with handicapped peers (-X-= 25%)..

O °
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The nonhandi capped and mi ld group Were very 1 ar in the

percenCof intervals showing that they initiated interactions
.,.y.

(T( = 49% aqd X = 48%). FloWever,:the moderate/severe group

-
demonstrated fewer initiations of interactions (X ,= 24%) .

All three groups had a relatively low .pertentage of

nonappropriate interactions. The percentages were the same for

nonhandidapped and mild groups (7 = 4%) and higher for the

moderate /severe group (-X-7" = 10%).

All three' gi'oups had, close to 70% of all intervals recorded

as non-i ,teract ton, Of these non - interaction ntervals, the

,

'results Floow that all threegroups engaged mostly in toy-directed

behavior 7 = 65% '79%; 61%) with the mild group having

10

the most toy - directed behavi or = 79%) . Self-di rected behavior,

which lincu d -anything: not toy-dilrected or disruptive, was also

very similar\ across categories (T(fh 57%, )( = 46%, i( = 52%). The

i

percentage of\\nonappropriate noniiteractions was highest for the
, % :

0

,

moderate/seVere group (X .= 3%). -This behavior was not recorded at
\

,. all for the mild and nonhandicappe'd groups,

Discussion

The results of this pilot study can be compared to othdr

research which has\been done in this area. As in our study-^ the-

overall number of is teractions dOes not appeal to differentiabe

between groups of'ch ldren in'Antegried settings-"(Dunlop,.
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Stoneman, & Cantrell, 19R0; Walter '.and Vincent, 1982) . In the

present study, .which employed a reverse ma instreamed setting, most

interactions with adults were found for the moderate/severe group.

In a mainstreamed kindergarten setting, Walter and Vi ncent (1982)

found that th'e children who were judged by their teachers to be'

ef?
the most sucessfully integrated had the least nteracti on wi t,h

adult s. However, in segregated envi ronments, Fi e.,1d, Roseman,

DeSt efano, and Koewl er (1982) found that nonhandicapp ct chil dren

i nteracted wi th teachers equal ly as much as handi capp d chi) dren.

) 1

In the present study, 'ere was little di fference between the
ri s

nonhendi capped and mi 1 d gro\ups in terms of the initiations of

interactions recorded. Water and Vincent (1982) report the same

4
finding for their subjects\ in a mainstreamed kindergarten setting.

These authors also report that successfully integrated

roeschoglers

preschoolers not

our finch rig that

dem9nstrated more appropritte on=task behavi or than

highest level of

sucessful ly integrated which 'can be compared to

the moderate/severe' group demonstrated the

.

nonappr pri ate (di ruptive) behavi or.

Fi el d et 'al . (1982) have suggested a developmental

progressilon from self-di ryCted to teacher - directed. to toy-di rected

to peer-di recd pl ay behavi or. In r study, the severely

'handi capped children demonstrated the least peer-di rected and

toy-di rected behavi or and the most self-di rected

'(self - stimulating) .behavi or; In the present study, the
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nonhandi capped and moderate/severe group were very similar in

terms of the percentage of self-di rected and toy-di retted,

behaqi or. 'Hollever, "other,di rected" behavi ors were -coded under

the category of self7di rected In this study; therefore, it is. not

nos sible to tell whether there actual ly 'exi sts a di fference

between these two groups which is not identi fied due to he>

codi ng- system.

Research in the area of integrated preschool situations

varies greatly. Many differencesex1st between studies in terms

of the behavtors selected for observation, the settings chosen for

observation, t'ce degree of integration, (segregated, reverse

mainstreamed or mainstreamed) 9\ teacher behavi ors, attempts to

facilitate interactions, and nUmbers- of children present. It is
A

di fficult to arrive at definite \conclusion's from the exi sti ny

literature on the characteristic which provide for successful

integration of handicapped and no\i handicapped preschoolers..

Rather, deci sions to integrate, appe'ar to be based on.'the mandate

of least restrictive educational environment given by' P.L. 94-142,
.

the Education for All 'Handicapped Children ACt, and on

determinations of "best educational practice" (Vincent, Brown, &

Getz-Sheftel , 1981) by professionals in the field. Clearly, there

is a need _fo_r well designed studi es w,hich 'wil I provide a solid

research basis fo-reducational deCisions in this area.
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Table 1

Children Included in Pilot Study

Subject CA at AreaS-of

Group observation delay

1

2

3

4

5

6

NonhandiCapped 3.0 yrs none

.Nonhandicapped 4.yrs. 6 mos. none.

Nonhandicapped 2 yrs. 10 mos. none

Mild w '4 yrs. 1 mo. physical

Mild 3 yr,s. 9 mos. speech and
language

Mild 4,yrs 1 mo,
.nguage,

cognitive,
behavior

7 Moderatei'S'eve. 4 yrs 1 mo. cognitive,
speech and
language,
_physical,
behavior

8 . , Moderate/Severe 4 yrs. 1 moi. cOgnitive,,
speech. and

language,
behavior,
physical

Moderate/Severe 5 yrs 10 pos.

-/

I.

physical,

cognitive,
speech and
language.;

behavior

16
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